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Approximately duplicate records’ cleaning is important in the field of data 
cleaning. Duplicate records detection is the process of identifying multiple records 
that refer to one unique real-world entity or object. However, due to different data 
representations in different data sources or errors because of various reasons, 
determining whether two records are equal is not a simple arithmetic predicate. Based 
on the existing duplicate records identification algorithms SNM and MPN, this paper 
proposes three improved algorithms about duplicate record detection algorithm. The 
first one is based on the transitive closure which analyzes attributes and sorts the 
dataset multiple times to make duplicate records more clustered considering that the 
sliding window size w is hard to select in SNM algorithm. Secondly, it gives a special 
weight to each attribute based on its contribution in the comparison and introduces the 
concept of effective weight so that to make the comparison more accurate and finally 
it merge the duplicate records by the method of transitive closure. The second 
algorithm proposed in this paper is based on attributes analysis, it analyze the 
attributes and orders them by their weights, then to improve the efficiency of 
detection by introducing filtering mechanism based on the analysis mentioned above. 
The third algorithm is based on complete sub-graph. By analyzing the MPN algorithm, 
it is clear that transitive closure in the merge step will cause higher false-positive rate. 
Our improved method treats a similar dataset as a complete sub-graph, and therefore 
the problem of duplicate records detection is converted to finding complete 
sub-graphs from an association graph where the vertexes represent data records and 
the edges reflect the similarity between records. At the same time, our algorithm 
effectively avoids the redetection of some parts of an already detected sub-graph. 
Further more, another improved algorithm based on the assumption that any two 
complete sub-graphs only have one common vertex in the association graph is 
proposed, as any two duplicate record sets only contain one same record, because 
after analyzing we find that it is a common phenomenon. And finally, the 
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与智能系统(New York State Identification and Intelligence System)[22]，
名字压缩算法(Oxford Name Compression Algorithm)[23]，音位算法(Metaphone 
Algorithm)[24]，双音位算法(Double Metaphone Algorithm)[25]。 






















Neighborhood Method)[41,42] ， 多 趟 近 邻 排 序 法 (Multi-pass Sorted 
Neighborhood)[41,42], Delphi 算 法 (Delphi Algorithm)[43], 优 先 队 列 算 法












































































































































据库中知识发现(knowledge discovery in database, KDD)的核心步骤。 
 
 
图 2-1 数据库中的知识发现 
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